Ford taurus stereo

SJ answered 2 years ago. Lovelori69 answered 2 years ago. GuruC3DPP answered about a year
ago. I was able to fix this issue. Then, I unlocked the car with the fob and then started the car
normally push to start in my case and BOOM. The issue was fixed and I had sound. Another
remedy I heard someone else use was that they used the remote start for their Taurus, Explorer,
F, and after they got in and started the car as per norm, the Sound came on. I hope this helps!!
Guru7Z8KD answered 8 months ago. RickHuffman answered 7 months ago. I did all the things
mentioned above and none worked. Then I put in a CD and it played perfectly. At the end of the
song, I removed the CD and the radio played perfectly. I could switch stations using the manual
tuner. Same issues here. No sound for cd, usb or phone. I can switch between cd and usb but
no sound. This has come and gone and back again. At one point it was real crackly This is
going to Ford under warranty. Megan answered 4 months ago. GuruV2C answered about a
month ago. Guru9Y4HPC answered about a month ago. How long will it take to replace a water
pump on my Taurus SHO? When I turn on the defrost the passenger side defrost vent only
blows cold air the driver side is fine. Any ideas on what could be wrong and how I might repair
this problem? The auto temperature unit stopped working on my taurus SE, how do I fix it? It
stopped after removing the battery to replace coolant hoses. I already changed my battery and
alternator and all fuses in the car, but the battery light stays on. I reset it too. I checked but no
power is going to the alternator, how do i fix it? Ford Taurus I have a different car. Content
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recently had the battery replaced and now the climate and radio controls do not work. Does
anyone know what I can do to fix it? Tom answered 3 years ago. The mechanic who changed
the battery may have reversed the connections for a split second ,,, Try this "Hail Mary" fix ,,,
remove the red cable from the battery for about 10 seconds then reattach it you probably did
this already. Kevin answered 3 years ago. I have near the same problem with at Mine started
when the battery ran down. When I put the charger on it it was like it was turned on. Once there
was enough charge I was able to shut it off. Then after charged I got it started but found part of
the dash dead. The radio can be controlled from the steering wheel but the round volume knob
and the other climate control buttons around it are dead like no power. The digital control are lit
but you cant turn on climate. Just says that its off. The buttons beep when you touch them but
don't do anything I cant find any blown fuses. I am afraid it burnt the panel out? Sick with flu
and its 15 degrees outside so I wont get to work on it until Sunday. I will try disconnecting the
battery trick. Got anything else to look for? Well I am happy to let you know that disconnecting
the battery did reset the climate console! Note: When I disconnected the battery there was some
current draw as evident by an arcing at the terminal. No wonder the battery ran down while
sitting with out being drove. I waited for that to finish before I tried to start. If that is normal I will
need to get a trickle charger and shore line! FYI: I can leave my old Ford pickup for months and
it will start on the first crank! GuruXDKN3 answered 2 years ago. I had problems of my Taurus
radio skipping around inputs, it would be on CD then skip to radio and then from station to
station. Drove me crazy. I have tried everything and nothing works. Sid answered about a year
ago. I have a and I have replaced the battery twice as well as a starter but the battery keeps
draining. I does work, I had the Positive Post disconnected for a good 25 SECS, id anyone , it
happen on my Taurus SEL, most functions on the touch screen were not functional including
defogger and heated seats. RxJoker answered about a year ago. Someone found the solution? I
disconnect the cable and fix only 15 minutes maximum, then it fails again Alexandra answered
11 months ago. Can anybody tell me what I can do I have a ford taurus radio on but the buttons
wont work to heat or radio and the heat on 90 full blast and wont turn off. Guru69DR3 answered
11 months ago. HelpmeHelpmePlease answered 10 months ago. Kelly answered 9 months ago.
Mother answered 9 months ago. GuruMY68L answered 9 months ago. StaceyDH answered 8
months ago. Mytaurus answered 8 months ago. Please does anyone know what is going on?
Nmoss89 answered 4 months ago. You have to change this out for your controls to go to
normal. Kensington answered 3 months ago. Will try the battery trick. Did anyone else find
anything else that works? Guru9ZN7DZ answered 2 months ago. I have a Taurus and my
instruments controls ,climate control etc I replace the 15 amp fuse location 16 and problem
fixed. Hope this helps. I am missing my fuse Diagram for the Ford Taurus and need to change
the fuse for the car charger, not the cigarette lighter; can you tell me where the fuse is located?
Ford Taurus SEL, does anyone know how to solve the center console problem? I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
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